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Nowadays, the learners ought to be well-oriented and taught to the preparation in anything catastrophe or outbreak that may emerge in the nation or community. The children within the school should be educated on the fundamental actions they got to take amid in the event that there is a calamity or epidemic of illnesses in the community.

As crisis readiness, the students should be prepared with the following:

Have a sense of preparedness. There are occurrences that disaster or outbreak may come. A student should be instructed to hone alertness in order to be prepared in times of uncertain events. The student should apply presence of mind and use all senses in response to the occurring situation.

Apply the emergency drills. As part of readiness and preparation, the student needs to hone crisis drills. There are different methods to survive and be safe. The well-educated child may apply procedures in order to peacefully surpass the untoward incidents that might happen anytime.

Have an emergency kit. This is a supportive device to be expected during emergency time. This would be helpful in preventing extreme cases and would assist in avoiding physical problems among the individuals affected by a certain untoward incident.

Use cellular phone to inform parents or guardians. The use of cellular phone is vital in making contact or connection with your cherish ones or relatives. This gadget is very beneficial during disaster or emergency and contributory in rescue operations.
Have a buddy system. It is better if you’ve got a companion in times of catastrophe or outbreak. This is often a good practice in order to feel secure and be bolder in facing struggles in time of troubles. Buddy system is great.

Always listen to the teacher’s instructions. The teacher knows best most particularly in times of calamity or outbreak. Since the teacher was oriented through the School Risk Reduction Management, the capability to give instructions is manifest in every teacher.

Keep on praying. The best way to survive is to pray for it is exceptionally powerful.

Educational readiness is best cultured in school in order to cope with disasters and epidemic.
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